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A commentary on

Spacing as the friend of both memory and induction in young and older adults

by Kornell, N., Caster, A. D., Eich, T. S., and Bjork, R. A. (2010). Psychol. Aging 25, 498–503. doi:
10.1037/a0017807

Inductive learning requires abstracting concepts and categories from examples, that is, learning
to generalize examples. The paper by Kornell et al. (2010) examined the influence of spacing or
distributed practice on inductive learning in a group of younger and older adults. Their study
involved a total of 112 participants, 64 younger adults (55% women, mean age 21) and 48 older
adults (56% women, mean age 77). These two groups of participants were asked to learn the
styles of 12 different artists. A given artist’s paintings were displayed either massed or spaced
(that is, interleaved among paintings by the other artists) during study but no painting was ever
repeated during study or at test. Spacing was manipulated within participants. After the learning
phase, participants were shown paintings by the 12 artists and asked to select the artist who had
painted each painting from a list of the artists’ names. Results show that inductive learning was
better following a spaced presentation rather than a massed presentation and that this finding was
independent of age.

Kornell et al. (2010) argue that spacing effectively promoted inductive learning in aging since
older adults were able to maintain conceptual memories of a painter’s style and consequently form
andmaintain the sort of gist-basedmemories that support concept learning via spaced practice. The
nature of the materials allowed older adults to engage in encoding processes that support schema
abstraction.

Although, this hypothesis is in line with the numerous account of spacing effects in memory,
age-related effects could also be explained in terms older adults’ disproportionate focus on
emotional information relative to non-emotional information and, specifically, on positive rather
than negative or neutral information (Di Domenico et al., 2015; Fairfield et al., 2015a,b). Indeed,
Mikels et al. (2005) examined age differences in performance on a working memory task in
which participants were required to maintain a representation of emotional intensity while they
made judgments about pairs of images. Results showed that age-related differences disappeared
during the working memory maintenance task in which the to-be-remembered information was
emotional. In fact, older adults were able to maintain the emotional intensity and valence of
a picture while comparing it to a new picture, especially when dealing with positive pictures.
Regardless of the underlying mechanisms, these findings highlight the importance of emotion—
cognition interactions in various domains (Mammarella et al., 2012a,b, 2013; Fairfield et al., 2013;
Di Domenico et al., 2014). In fact, inductive learning also requires the maintenance of multiple
types of mental representations in working memory, including the emotional valence and intensity
of a stimulus or event.
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Mammarella et al. Emotions Can Modulate Spacing Effects

It is possible the similar dynamics are going on in Kornell
et al.’s (2010) study for two reasons. First, Mammarella et al.
(2014) found that it is possible to obtain spacing effects with
emotional material, extending the classical learning benefit from
spaced practice to emotional learning contexts. Second, viewing
a painting usually triggers an emotional response to it. The
material used by Kornell et al. (2010) contain landscapes or
skyscapes painted by relatively unknown artists. Arguably, when
individuals view a painting for the first time they typically
assign an emotional connotation to it (I like it/I do not like
it) and this may create an efficient basis for inductive learning,
especially for older adults. Many pictures from the International
Affective Picture System (Lang et al., 2008) which include
landscapes or skyscapes are rated as being more positive than
other types of content. In Kornell et al.’s (2010) study, older
participants may have aided their learning of a painter’s style
by associating an emotional response to it. However, since
the material used in the Kornell et al. (2010)’s study was not
previously rated by another independent group of older adults
in terms of valence, we cannot exclude this hypothesis. In fact,
inductive learning in older adults may have benefited from
spaced practice because older adults maintained and compared
interleaved paintings by the same painter in terms of the
associated valence, intensity or, more in general, emotional
connotation.

Another relevant aspect of the study is the fact that following
the test phase, participants were asked which type of practice
(massive or spaced) helped them learn more. Both younger and
older adults expressed a preference for massed practice compared
to spaced practice, and this was particularly strong in the older
adults: 75% judged massed practice to be more helpful, only 4%
thought spacing was superior, and 21% stated that it was about
the same. Importantly, these metacognitive data highlighted the
illusion that consecutive processing linked to positive emotions
(e.g., Berridge and Winkielman, 2003) makes learning easier.
In massed presentations, paintings by the same artist were
presented consecutively. Participants, and especially older adults,
considered it as the best way to abstract the painter’s style. These
data indicate that the immediate perception of fluency (e.g., the
perception of the ease with which the stimulus is processed)
generates positive emotions. Consequently, the well-established
preference of older adults toward positive emotions reflected in
the higher number of massed compared to spaced or other types
of responses.

In sum, while Kornell et al. (2010)’s data strongly focus
on classical explanations for spacing effects and induction, an
interpretation favoring a strong interaction between cognition
and emotion cannot be ignored and is highly relevant for
directing future research in the area of inductive learning,
especially in the aging mind.
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